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MANUSCRIPT DIVISION 
 
 
 
 Scope Note 
 
 C. Glenn Carrington (1904-1975) was an avid collector of culture.  For over fifty years 
he nurtured his rather wide-ranging collection encompassing the arts and history.  He possessed 
a special interest in collecting Black Americana and developed an extensive collection of books, 
record albums, prints, posters, programs, photographs and manuscripts that he subsequently 
donated to the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center. 
 A catalog of the books, music and manuscript materials entitled The Glenn Carrington 
Collection was prepared by the Center staff in 1977 as part of a program commemorating the 
donation of this gift. 
 While the collection of books (over 2,200 volumes in fifteen languages) has been 
integrated into the holdings of the MSRC Library Division, the music collection and the personal 
papers comprised of correspondence, tapes, photographs, programs and news articles are part of 
the Manuscript Division's holdings. 
 The C. Glenn Carrington Papers span the period 1861-1977 and total 36 linear feet.  The 
earliest dated materials are correspondence between Hamilton Carter, a great uncle and his 
mother, Pollie Carter, discussing family matters. 
 Mr. Carrington's enthusiasm for art, books and music developed during his student days 
at Howard University in the 1920's.  It was here that Glenn Carrington's consciousness 
developed under the influence of his philosophy professor and friend, Dr. Alain Locke.   
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Scope Note continued 
The Carrington Papers include a series  on Dr. Locke, with numerous writings by and about Dr. 
Locke and correspondence between the two men, from Carrington's matriculation at Howard 
University to Locke's death in 1954. 
 While serving in various capacities in the field of social work, including  the first Black 
parole officer for New York State, Carrington vigorously pursued his avocation as a collector.  
He traveled extensively, visiting Europe, Japan, Greece and the Caribbean Islands; and attended 
readings, plays, concerts, art and photographic exhibits.  Such activities afforded him the 
opportunity to collect books, programs, art objects and photographs, many of which are 
autographed.  Mr. Carrington's collecting led to the development of relationships with some of 
the leading figures in the arts community; among them Harold Jackman, Amiri Baraka, Langston 
Hughes and Carl Van Vechten.  Their contributions are documented in the papers through 
correspondence, programs, articles and photographs.  
 The largest series in the Carrington Papers, totaling 21 boxes, is titled "Subject Files." 
This unique collection of ephemera is composed of news articles, programs (many autographed) 
and announcements.  Individuals and/or events associated with art, dance, music, stage and 
literature can be found in this series.  There are files on Ethel Waters, Sammy Davis Jr., Paul 
Robeson, Aretha Franklin, Katherine Dunham, Richard Wright and Paule Marshall.   
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 Scope Note continued 
There are also files on African and Caribbean cultures, politics, religion, and folklore; 
individuals such as Franz Fanon, Kenneth Clark, Father Divine; and a 1934 copy of J.A. Rogers' 
100 Amazing Facts About the Negro.  
 Complementing the subject files is the Photographs, Photo Albums and Slides Series.  
This collection contains photographs of Mr. Carrington's family and friends dating back to the 
1800's,  
entertainers, and the places and people he encountered on his travels to Greece, Japan, Europe 
and around the United States. The collection includes photographs taken by Mr. Carrington, 
Langston Hughes, Carl Van Vechten and James Mitchell.  
 Additional materials collected by Mr. Carrington have been transferred to the 
Moorland-Spingarn Research Center's Prints and Photographs Department.  These materials 
include broadsides and posters; among them sketches by Charles White, Tom Feelings and Elton 
Fax. 
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Biographical Sketch 
 
 
 
Carrington, C. Glenn 
1904 May 7       Born in Richmond, VA to Fannie and David Carrington. 
 
1917-1921        Completed secondary education at Wayland Academy, High School Dept. 
                         of Virginia Union University. 
 
1921-1925         Attended Howard University; served as editor of the student paper, 
                          The Hilltop.  Received BA degree. 
 
1927 Summer     Served as Research Assistant, North Carolina Dept. of Public Welfare, 
                           Raleigh, N.C. 
 
Oct.-Nov.           Served as substitute instructor of English and History, Peabody Academy, 
                           Troy, N.C. 
 
1928                   Employed as Instructor, Economics and  Sociology, Jarvis College, 
Hawkins, 
                           TX. 
 
1928-1929          Attended Harvard University School of Anthropology (Non-degree study), 
                           Cambridge, MA. 
 
1929-1930          Served as Research Assistant to Dr. Kenneth Porter, Harvard University, 
School 
                of Business, Cambridge, MA. 
 
1930-1931          Worked as reporter and feature writer for the New York Amsterdam News. 
 
1931-1940          Employed as Social Worker, New York State.  First Black parole officer. 
 
1941                   Graduated, Columbia University, New York.  Master of Science in 
Social 
                           Work. 
 
1941-1946           Employed as Social Worker, New York City Dept. of Social Welfare. 
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Biographical Sketch continued 
 
1946-1947        Employed as School Social Worker, N.Y. City Board of Education. 
  
1947-1967        Employed as a Psychiatric Social Worker and in private practice, in N.Y. 
 
1967                 Worked with Family Planning Clinic, NYC Department of Health.  
Part-time 
                          instructor, Black History, State University, Mt.  Vernon, N.Y. 
 
1975 June 12     Died in New York 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: C. Glenn Carrington Papers  Box 145-3    Folder 4 “Resume” 
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Series Description 
 
Series A         Family Papers 
Box 145-1       This series contains papers of a genealogical nature. Included are legal and 
to Box  145-2  financial papers as well as the correspondence of various family members.  The 
                        papers, extending back to 1861, are arranged alphabetically by family 
member's 
   name. The correspondence in this series is  between family members or about 
their 
                        business affairs.  The correspondence  dates to the 1860's with letters 
between                    Hamilton Carter, a great uncle and Pollie Carter, his mother.  
Correspondence 
                        between Glenn Carrington and family members is filed in “Series C - 
Correspondence.”   Of interest are the school papers of  David Carrington, Sr., 
among them a  Harrisburg Boys High School certificate dated 1887.  There is 
also the 75th Anniversary Bulletin of the 2nd Baptist Church, Harrisburg, PA, 
founded in 1869 by Joseph Braxton, paternal great grand- father of Glenn 
Carrington. 
 
Series B         Personal Papers 
Box 145-3      Materials relating to Glenn Carrington's personal affairs are contained within 
to Box 145-6   this series.  Included are an obituary, resume, a memorial statement by life-long 
                        friend Ophelia Egypt, selective service  papers and appointment books.    
Docu- 
                        menting Mr. Carrington's student life are his 1917 elementary school 
diploma, 
                        information about his student activities at Howard University; among 
them a 1923 
                        Philosophy class paper and his master's thesis from Columbia 
University. 
Additional materials represent Mr. Carrington's many interests. Reflecting his 
love for travel are his  international travel documents - passport, certificate of 
immunization and travel journals.  Files on the American Negro Commemorative 
Society (coins) and Metropolitan Post Cards reflect two aspects of his activities as 
a collector. Also, there is a copy of an interview in a Japanese journal where Mr. 
Carrington discusses Black History. 
 
 
Series C          Correspondence 
Box 145-6       This series is an alphabetical arrangement of letters, telegrams and cards to              
to Box  145-16 and from Glenn Carrington, reflecting his relationships with family and friends 
and 
his activities as a lecturer, social worker and devotee of the arts.  The 
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correspondence dates back to 1917 with a   letter to his mother, Fannie.  
Noteworthy among the correspondents are Carter G. Woodson, Langston Hughes 
and W.E.B.  DuBois.  It also contains greeting cards from family and friends, 
sympathy cards, invitations and numerous post cards.  There is a small section 
comprising the correspondence of other individuals. It includes the 
correspondence of Claude McKay and Carl Van Vechten. 
 
 
 
 
 
Series Description continued 
 
 
Series D           W.E.B. DuBois 
Box 145-16     This small series documents some of the activities in the long career of Dr.  
to Box 145-17  DuBois.  Among the papers are several of his writings in typescript and 
pamphlet 
form, programs and announcements on which Dr. DuBois' name appears and a 
copy of A Pagent In Seven Decades 1868-1938 (an autobiographical address).  
The writings cover a range of topics - Africa, education, human rights, economics, 
socialism and democracy.  In addition to the writings by Dr. DuBois, there are 
articles about him, spanning the years 1903-1935.While mainly comprised of 
writings, this series also contains a 1951 announcement from the National 
Committee to Defend Dr. W.E.B. DuBois and a flyer announcing Dr. DuBois' 
U.S. Senate Campaign. There are notes about Dr. DuBois written by C. Glenn 
Carrington. 
 
 
Series E           Langston Hughes 
Box 145-17     This series consists primarily of numerous writings by Langston Hughes. 
to Box 145-24 Upon discovering that Glenn Carrington was a collector of his materials, 
                        Mr. Hughes initiated the practice of  presenting to Mr. Carrington copies 
of 
                        his works.  The collection of writings contains articles, short stories, 
plays, 
                        poetry, reviews, speeches and music lyrics; many of which are 
autographed and 
                        in manuscript form.  Mr. Hughes' articles appeared in several 
newspapers and 
                        journals, among them the Chicago Defender, Tri-State Defender and the 
                        Grass Roots Journal; many of these articles are represented in this 
                        series. Of interest are the “Simple”stories in typescript format, including 
                        the first and last columns, spanning 1943-1965, which made the 
transition from 
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                        print to stage. Complementing the stories are a manuscript of the play 
“Simply 
                        Heavenly,” and the accompanying programs and articles. 
                        There are other materials contained within this series.  The Hughes' 
                        correspondence, primarily letter carbons,  deals with his business 
affairs.  This 
                        correspondence represents Mr. Hughes' transactions with publishers, 
librarians 
                        and others seeking his services as a writer or speaker.  Additional 
material 
                        includes family papers.  Of interest is information about Mr. Hughes' 
great 
                        uncle, John M. Langston, lawyer and college president who served as 
Congress- 
   man from Virginia in 1890. 
 
 
 
 
Series Description continued 
 
 
Series F             Alain Locke 
Box 145-24      This series contains biographical information, correspondence of Dr. Locke 
and 
to Box 145-28  writings by and about him.  The biographical information is comprised 
                        of his resume and obituaries, including an obituary written by Glenn 
Carrington.  
                        Correspondence dates back to 1925 and ends with his death in 1954.  
The 
                        correspondence contains material related to both Dr. Locke's personal 
and 
            professional life. There are papers related to Dr. Locke's teaching career at 
Howard University, City College of New York, the Metropolitan Music School 
and the New School for Social Research.  Materials include course outlines, 
bulletins and lecture notes. Additional materials found in this series 
                        are Dr. Locke's writings, both articles and book reviews.  Many of these 
writings 
                        are in manuscript form. There are also writings about Dr. Locke 
spanning the 
                        years 1926-1969.  Photographs of him are located within “Series K - 
                        Photographs, Photo Albums and Slides;” and “Series K - Oversize 
Items.”  There 
                        is also a taped program held in memoriam to Dr. Locke which can be 
found in 
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                        “Series I - Tapes.” 
 
Series G           James Mitchell 
Box 145-28      This small series contains material documenting the personal life of Mr. 
                        Mitchell, photographer and friend of Glenn Carrington.  It contains 
                        biographical notes by Mr. Carrington, a copy of Mr. Mitchell's birth 
certificate, 
                        social security card, and employment papers.  There are materials from 
his 
                       student days at the School of Industrial Arts in New York and Brooklyn 
College.  
                       Mr. Mitchell's appointment book and information concerning exhibits of 
                        his photographs are also included. Photographs taken by Mr. Mitchell 
can be 
                        found in “Series J -Photographs, Photo Albums and Slides.” 
 
 
Series H           Subject Files 
Box 145-28      The subject files comprise a major part of the Carrington Papers and reflect his 
to Box 145-48  interest in documenting the activities and achievers in the arts.  While a major 
                        portion of the series is comprised of news articles, there are also flyers 
and 
                        programs.  The first section or sub-series is arranged broadly by subject 
area - 
                        Art, Dance, Music, Stage, Writers; while the second series focuses on 
individuals 
                        and subjects covering a range of topics. Featured in the Art files are 
noted 
            artists Romare Bearden, Miguel Covarrubias, Elton Fax, and Jacob 
Lawrence.  The Dance files highlight the activities of the Alvin Ailey Dance 
Theatre and Katherine Dunham. 
 
 
 
 
Series Description continued 
 
 
Series H          Subject Files continued 
Box 145-28     In Music, such performers as Marian Anderson, Louis Armstrong and Duke        
to Box 145-48 Ellington are featured.  Many of the programs in these files are autographed. 
Files 
on Writers include articles by and about Amiri Baraka, James Baldwin and 
Richard Wright.  The Stage files include programs and articles on various stage 
productions, such as “Purlie Victorious” and “Golden Boy”; and feature artists 
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Canada Lee, Ethel Waters and Josephine Baker. Files in the second sub-series are    
arranged alphabetically and provide information about Africa, the Caribbean, 
various Black organizations and Black History.  Featured are Mary McLeod 
Bethune, Black Folklore, the Black Panther Party, Angela Davis, Franz Fanon, 
Father Divine, Marcus Garvey, religion, and the Viet Nam War. 
 
Series I           Tapes (Restricted) 
Box 145-49     This series contains a 1973 cassette recorded interview with Mr. Carrington, 
                       conducted by Wendell Wray of New York's Schomburg Center for 
Research in 
Black Culture, where Mr. Carrington discusses his life and the Harlem 
Renaissance. There are also two additional tapes.  One tape features a 1968 
recorded reading by Amiri Baraka at a benefit for the Black Panther Party.  The 
other tape deals with a memorial conference to Alain Locke. 
 
 
Series J          Photographs, Photo Albums and Slides 
Box 145-50    Photographs of Glenn Carrington, family members, friends and associates can be 
to Box 145-60 found in this series.  Arrangement is alphabetical by name, and when known, the 
                        name of the photographer is noted.  Among the photographs are several 
of 
Langston Hughes and Carl Van Vechten, as well as photographs taken by them.  
Of interest is an old tintype photograph of Mr. Carrington's grandfather, Robert 
Carrington.  There are two photo albums which have been disassembled as a 
preservation measure, however, the contents of both albums remain together. one 
album contains photographs of family and  unidentified persons.  The other 
album contains photographs of family, friends and the places and people 
encountered by Mr. Carrington during his travels.  There are several photographs 
of Mr. Carrington's student days at Howard University in the early 1920's.  Of 
interest are the photographs taken during  his visit to Russia in the mid 1920's.  
 
 
 
 
 
Series Description continued  
 
Series J          Photographs, Photo Albums and Slides continued 
Box 145-50    Additional photographic subjects include Mr. Carrington's further travels to 
Europe to Box 145-60 and Greece, and publicity photographs of entertainers. The slides, totaling 
some 
  100 exposures, for the most part were taken  in the 1960's.  by Mr. Carrington; 
  many are identified.   The subjects are family, friends, associates and 
unidentified  individuals.  Additional photographs can be found in “Series K - 
Oversize Items.” 
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Series K         Oversize Items 
Box 145-61     This series contains primarily large photographs, scrapbooks and diplomas.  
to Box 145-62 The photographs include the following persons: Alain Locke, Mr. Carrington's 
                        1921 Graduating class at Virginia Union University and David and 
Carrie Carr- 
                        ington.  There are three sketches of Mr. Carrington, one large sketch by 
Elton 
                        C. Fax and two smaller sized sketches by Harry Joffie.  Mr. Carrington's 
1917 
                        elementary school diploma and his 1941 Masters Degree from New 
York 
University are also included.  Additional items consist of a scrapbook on World 
War 1, and the 1934 100 Amazing Facts About the Negro by J.A. Rogers 
(original; xerox copy of the 100 Amazing Facts About the Negro can be found in 
Series H). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
Series A  Family Papers 
Box               Folder 
145-1                    1     Genealogical Information 
      2     Best, Corrine (Carrington) (Sister) Correspondence 
      3     Braxton, Joseph (Paternal Great-Grand-father) and Carrington, Robert  
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(Paternal Grandfather) 
      4     Braxton, Matilda  
 
                  Carrington, Carrie (Stepmother) 
                 5     Biographical data 
                 6     Correspondence 
                 7     Sympathy cards 
                 8     Sympathy cards 
                 9     Sympathy cards 
 
       Carrington, David Sr. (Father) 
                  10    School Papers 
                  11    Employment Papers 
                  12    Nazarene Congregational Church 
                  13    Obituary 
                  14    Funeral Arrangements 
                  15    Funeral Arrangements 
                 16    Memorial Record Book 
                 17    Telegrams about his death 
                 18    Telegrams about his death 
                 19    Sympathy cards 
                 20    Sympathy cards 
                 21    Legal Matters 
                 22    Financial Papers 
                 23    Carrington, Fannie (mother) 
                 24    Carrington, Glen C. (Cousin) - News article 
                 25    Carrington, Martha; Fred (Paternal Uncle) and Elmer 
145-2                    1     Carrington, Paul 
 
                  Carter, Cassie (Cousin) 
                  2     School Papers 
                  3     Funeral Matters 
                  4     Correspondence, 1910-1920 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
Series A  Family Papers continued  
Box               Folder 
145-2                  5     Correspondence, 1921-1925 
                 6     Correspondence, 1926-1930 
                 7     Correspondence, 1931-1961 
                 8     Financial and Legal Matters 
                 9     Financial and Legal Matters 
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                 10    Financial and Legal Matters 
                  11    Carter, Elise (Cousin) 
 
                  Carter, Hamilton Sr. (Great Uncle) 
                  12    Correspondence 
                  13    Correspondence 
                  14    Financial Matters 
 
                  Carter, Hamilton C. (Cousin) 
                  15    Diary, 1898 
                 16    Carter, Hamilton C. (Cousin) 
                 17    Carter, Martha (Great Aunt) 
                 18    Carter, Mattie 
                 19    McKenzie, Frederick H. and Robinson, Katie (Maternal Aunt) 
                 20    Osei-Owusu, Ernest Kwasi - (Godchild of Carrington, Glenn) 
                  21    Robinson, Edward (Maternal Grandfather) 
 
                  Robinson, Pollie (Maternal Aunt) 
                 22    Correspondence 
                 23    Obituary 
                 24    National Assn. of Wage Earners 
                 25    Financial and Legal Papers 
       26    Aunt Mary - Correspondence 
                            27    Penmanship Book 
 
Series B      Personal Papers 
145-3                   1     Articles about him 
                 2     Obituary 
                 3     Glenn Carrington As I Remember Him by Ophelia Egypt, 1977 
       4     Resume 
                 5     Financial Matters - Bank Account Books 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
Series B   Personal Papers continued  
Box               Folder 
145-3                   6     Selective Service 
                 7     Membership Cards 
                  8     Library Cards 
                 9     Business Cards 
                 10     Business Cards - Others 
      11     Blueprint of his house in Brooklyn 
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                 12     International Travel Documents 
                 13     Travel - Japan 
                 14     Travel - London 
                 15     Elementary School Diploma, 1917 (Xerox copy) 
      16     Graduation program - Academy of Virginia Union University, 1921 
(High 
    School) 
                 17     Masters Degree, Columbia University, 1941(Xerox copy) 
                18     Composition Book 
                19     Howard University Philosophy II Paper, 1923 
                 20     Howard University Activities 
                21     Harvard University Scholarship, 1928 
                22     Harvard University Scholarship, 1929 
                 23    Columbia University  The Employment Problem of the New York 
Negro 
                           Prisoner ...  (Master's Thesis) 
                 24    Mt. Vernon Cooperative College 
                 25    Announcements of Lectures by Carrington 
                 26    Lecture by Carrington - Virginia Commonwealth University 
                 27    Lecture by Carrington - Virginia Commonwealth University - 
Holograph 
                          notes 
                  28    Interview with Carrington - “Harlem Renaissance,” The Study of 
English, 
    1972 
      29    Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Convention, 1939 - Name Badge 
                30    The American Negro Commemorative Society 
                31    Harold Jackman Memorial Society 
                32    James Weldon Johnson Memorial Collection 
                33    International House Directory of Alumni 1927; 1928 
                 34    Metropolitan Post Card Collectors Club 
                35    Virginia Union Alumni Association 
                36    Program Seating Arrangements 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
Series A  Personal Papers continued  
Box               Folder 
145-4         1    Glenn Carrington Collection Guide 
                  2    Notes - Negro Poetry 
                  3    Notes - "What Price Education" 
                  4    Notes 
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                  5    Notes 
                  6    Notes - re: books 
                                                                   
                       Appointment Books 
                  7    1939 
                  8    1940 
                  9    1941 
                 10    1942 
                 11    1944 
                 12    1945 
                 13    1946 
                 14    1947 
                 15    1948 
                 16    1949 
                 17    1950 
                 18    1952 
                 19    1953 
 
145-5         1    1954 
                  2    1955 
                  3    1956 
                  4    1957 
                  5    1958 
                  6    1959 
                  7    1960 
                                                                 
                  8    1961 
                  9    1962 
                 10    1964 
                 11    1965 
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Container List 
 
Series B   Personal Papers continued  
     Address Books 
Box               Folder 
145-5        12    No date 
                 13    No date 
                 14    No date 
 
145-6         1    Travel Journal 
                  2    Notebooks 
 
 
Series C   Correspondence 
        3    A 
                  4    Antomiades, Antony 
                  5    B-Bk 
                  6    Bl-Bz 
                  7    Best, Corrine (Carrington) (Sister) 
                  8    Boura, Byron and Alex 1960-1962 
                  9    Boura, Byron; Alex; Nelly 1963-1965 
                                                                   
                       Brown, Alfred 
                 10    1925 - 1926 
                 11    1927 
                 12    1928-1931 
 
                 13    C 
                 14    Carrington, Ada (Sister-in-law) 
                                                                   
                       Carrington, Carrie (Stepmother) 
                 15    1935 -1936 
                 16    1937- 1939 
                 17    1948-1955 
                                                            
                       Carrington, David Sr. (Father) 
145-7        1     1922 - 1933 
                 2     1934 - 1936 
                 3     1937 - 1941 
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Container List 
       
Series C   Correspondence continued  
     Carrington, Fannie (Mother) 
Box               Folder 
145-7       4     1917-1921 
                 5     1922-1923 
                 6     1924 
                 7     1925 
                 8     1926 
                 9     1927-1928 
                10     1929 -1930 
                11     Partial letters 
                12     Carrington, Floretta (Sister) 
                13     Carter, Cassie (Cousin) - 1925-1948 
                14     Carter, Cassie (Cousin) - 1949-1961 
                15     D-Di 
                16     Dj-E 
 
                       Egypt, Ophelia 
                17     1922-1925 
                18     1927-1928 
                19     1928 
                20     1929-1930 
 
145-8        1     1931-1932 
                 2     1933-1934 
                 3     1935-1936 
                 4     1937 
                 5     1937 - 1938 
                 6     1939-1940; 1948 
                 7     1951-1959 
                 8     1968 - 1977 
 
                 9     F 
                10     Fauset, Arthur 
                11     G 
                12     H-I 
                13     Holmes, Eugene C. 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
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Series C   Correspondence continued  
Box               Folder 
145-8       14     Hughes, Langston 1927-1959 
                15     Hughes, Langston 1960-1967 
                16     J 
 
                       Jarrett, Vernelle 
                 17    1958-1959 
                 18    1960-1961 
                 19    1962-1963 
 
                 20    K 
                 21    L 
                                                 
                       Locke, Alain 
                 22    1924-1926 
                 23    1927-1929 
                 24    1930-1933 
 
145-9        1     1934-1939 
                 2     1940-1949 
                 3     1950-1951 
                 4     1952-1954 
                 5     No date 
 
                 6     M 
 
 
                       Mitchell, James 
                 7     1950 -1951 
                 8     Aug.-Sept. 1953 
                 9     Oct.-Dec. 1953 
                 10    Jan.-March 1954 
                 11    May-Aug. 1954 
                 12    Sept.-Oct. 1954 
                 13    Nov.-Dec. 1954 
                 14    Jan.-March 1955 
                 15    March-Dec. 1955 
 
 
Container List 
       
Series C   Correspondence continued  
     Mitchell, James continued 
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Box               Folder 
145-9        16    Jan.-April 1956 
                 17    May-Sept. 1956 
                 18    Oct.-Dec. 1956 
                 19    Jan.-March 1957 
                 20    April-May 1957 
                 21    June-Sept. 1957 
 
145-10      1     Cards 
                 2     Murphy, Jimmy 1939-1950 
                 3     Murphy, Jimmy 1951 
                 4     N-O 
                 5     Owusu, Kwame 
                 6     P 
 
                       Porter, Kenneth W. 
                 7     1929 
                 8     Jan.-March 1930 
                 9     April-Dec. 1920 
                 10    1931-1947 
                 11    1961-1972 
                                                               
                       Price, J.B. 
                 12    April-May 1928 
                 13    May (cont.) 1928 
                 14    June 1928 
                 15    June 1928 
                 16    Sept.-Dec. 1928 
                 17    Jan.-June 1929 
                 18    Oct.-Dec. 1929 
                 19    July-Oct. 1930 
                 20    Nov.-Dec. 1930 
                 21    Jan.-March 1931 
                 22    April-May 1931 
                 23    June-Oct. 1931 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
       
Series C   Correspondence continued  
     Price, J.B. continued 
Box               Folder 
 20 
145-11      1     Nov.-Dec. 1931 
                 2     Jan.-Feb. 1932 
                 3     March-May 1932 
                 4     June-August 1932 
                 5     Oct.-Nov. 1932 
                 6     Nov.-Dec. 1932 
                 7     Jan-March 1933 
                 8     June-Nov. 1933 
                 9     1934 - 1935 
                 10    1936 
                 11    1937 
                 12    1938 
                 13    1939 
                 14    1940 
                 15    Jan.-Feb. 1941                                              
      16    March-April 1941 
                 17    1943 
                 18    1944 
                 19    March-April 1947 
                 20    May-Aug. 1947 
                 21    Oct.-Dec. 1947 
                 22    1948 
                 23    1950 
 
145-12       1    1952 
                  2    1953 
                  3    1963 
                  4    1966 
                  5    1968 
                  6    No date 
                  7    Envelopes only 
 
                  8    Q-R 
                  9    S 
 
 
 
Container List 
       
Series C   Correspondence continued  
     Spevey, Cecil (alias Burns, Eddie Jr.) 
Box               Folder 
145-12      10    1930 - 1931 
                 11    1932 
                 12    1933 
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                 13    1934 
                 14    1935 
                 15    1936 - 1937 
                 16    No date 
 
                 17    T-V 
                 18    Trenker, Joachim (Bimbo) 1957-1958 
     
                       Van Vechten, Carl 
                 19    Jan.-May 1942 
                 20    1942 
                 21    1943 - 1944 
                 22    1945-1946 
                 23    1947-1949 
                 24    1950-1959 
      25    1960-1961 
                 26    1962-1964 
                 27    No date 
 
                 28    Vaughn Family 1946-1947 
                 29    W-Z 
 
                       Partial Names 
145-13      1     A-H 
                 2     I-Z 
                 3     Stan   1941-1944 
                 4     Stan   1945-1947 
 
                 5     Envelopes 
                 6     Envelopes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
       
Series C   Correspondence continued  
  Other's Correspondence 
Box               Folder 
145-13              Barwood, Lydia M. 
                 10    Jan.-July 1906 
                 11    July-Sept. 1906 
                 12    1907-1911; 1925-1927 
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                       Bennett, Clifton 
                 13    Jan.-March 1946 
                 14    April-June 1946 
                 15    July-Dec. 1946 
 
                 16    Bobian, Herbert 1963-1975 
                 17    Bobian, Herbert - No date 
                 18    D-K 
                 19    Fair, Louis Jr. 
                 20    Garvey, A. Jacques 
                 21    Grimes, Alvin 
                 22    Jackman, Harold 
                 23    Johnson, Albert Quarles 
                 24    L-N 
145-14      1     McKay, Claude (microfilm copy) 
                 2     Mann, Bob 
                 3     Nelson, Dorothy F. 
                 4     O-V 
                 5     Spingarn, J.E. 
                 6     Stavers, Gloria 
                 7     Taylor, William 
                 8     Van Vechten, Carl 
                 9     W-Z 
                 10    First names only 
                 11    From family 
 
                       Greeting Cards 
                 12    From Friends 
                 13    From Friends 
                 14    From Friends 
 
 
 
Container List 
       
Series C   Correspondence continued  
  Greeting Cards continued  
Box               Folder 
145-14      15    From Friends 
                 16    From Friends 
                 17    From Bennett, Clif and Florence 
                 18    From Hughes, Langston 
                 19    From Locke, Alain 
                 20    From Locke, Alain 
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                 21    From Mitchell, James 
                 22    From Owusu, Kwame 
                 23    From Greece 
                 24    From Greece 
 
145-15      1     Sympathy Cards 
                 2     Invitations 
                 3     Invitations 
     
                       Post Cards 
                 4     Post Cards 
                 5     Post Cards 
                 6     Post Cards 
                 7     Post Cards 
                 8     Post Cards 
                 9     Post Cards 
                 10    Post Cards 
                 11    Post Cards 
                 12    Post Cards 
                 13    Post Cards 
      14    Post Cards 
 
145-16      1     Post Cards 
                 2     Post Cards 
                 3     Post Cards 
                 4     Post Cards 
                 5     Post Cards 
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                 7     Eusebia Cosme 
                 8     First International Jazz Festival, Wash., D.C. 
                 9     Fitzgerald, Ella 
                 10    Franklin, Aretha 
                 11    Frazier, James - Article about 
                 12    Gash, Eugene 
                 13    Goethe House Concert 
                 14    Goodman, Benny 
                 15    Gospel 
                 16    Grist, Reri 
                 17    Hackley, E. Azalia 
                 18    Handy, W.C. 
                 19    Hayes, Roland - Programs 1924-1930 
                 20    Hayes, Roland - Programs 1937-1962 
                 21    Hayes, Roland - Articles about 
                 22    Holiday, Billie 
                 23    Holland, Charles 
                 24    Houston, Elsie 
                 25    Hurt, Mississippi John 
                 26    Jazz (General) 
  
145-33      1    Jazz (General) 
                 2    Jazz (General) 
                 3    Jazz (General) 
                 4    Jazz - Articles (Includes individual musicians) 
                 5    Jazz - Articles (includes individual musicians) 
                 6    Jazz Catalogs (includes discographies and articles of individual musicians) 
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145-33       7    Jazz Catalogs (includes discographies and articles of individual musicians) 
                  8    Jazz - Discographical Society Pamphlet 
                  9     Johnson, Roger 
      10    Johnson, Sidney 
                 11    Kid Ory in his Creole Jazz Band 
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                 12    Joplin, Scott 
                 13    Laine, Cleo 
                 14    Leadbelly 
                 15    Lee, Bill and His New York Bass Violin Choir 
                 16    Lewis, George 
                 17    McFerrin, Robert 
                 18    McRae, Carmen 
                 19    Mayfield, Curtis 
                 20    Maynor, Dorothy - Articles about 1943;  1955 
                 21    Maynor,  Dorothy  - Programs 1929-1939 
                 22    Maynor,  Dorothy  - Programs 1940-1941 
                 23    Mercer,  Mabel -  Articles about 1964 -1975 
                 24    Mercer, Mabel -  Programs 
                 25    Mingus, Charles 
                 26    Modern Jazz Quartet 
                 27    Morton, Jelly Roll 
                 28    Manhattan School of Music - Programs 
                 29    Museum of National History, 7 Seas Concert - Program 
                 30    Museum of The City of New York - Friends of the Theatre and 
Collection - 
                          Program 
                 31    Negro Song (A Journal of Afro-American Folk Music) 
                 32    Newport Jazz Festival, 1955 
                 33    Newport Jazz Festival, 1972 
                 34    Newport Jazz Festival, 1973 
 
145-34      1     Newark Boys Chorus 
                 2     New York Philharmonic - Articles about 
                 3     New York Philharmonic - Programs 1971 - 1972 
                 4     Odetta 
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145-34      5     Parker, Charlie 
                 6     Parker, Errol Quartet 
                 7     Preservation Hall Jazz Band advertisement 
                 8     Price, Leontyne 
                 9    Robeson, Paul - Writings 
      10    Robeson,  Paul  -  Programs 1932;1940 
                 11    Robeson,  Paul  -  Programs 1942-1943 
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                 12    Robeson,  Paul  -  Programs 1944-1947 
                 13    Robeson,  Paul  -  Programs 1948; 1958;  1973 
                 14    Robeson,  Paul  -  Programs No date 
                 15    Robeson,  Paul  -  Announcements 
                 16    Robeson,  Paul  -  Russian translation of some of his songs 1957 
                 17    Robeson, Paul - Othello  
                 18    Robeson, Paul - Freedomways - special issue 
                 19    Robeson, Paul - Article about Paul Robeson's Soviet Journey 
                 20    Robeson, Paul - Articles about 1945-1948 
                 21    Robeson, Paul - Articles about 1949 
                 22    Robeson, Paul - Articles about 1950-1973 
                 23    Robeson, Paul - Book Reviews 
                 24    Russian Folk Songs - Programs 
                 25    Schuyler, Philippa 
                 26    Short, Bobby 
                 27    Simone, Nina 
                 28    Smith, Bessie - Program 
                 29    Smith, Bessie - Articles 
 
145-35       1    Smith, Willie 
                  2    Sowande, Fela 
                  3    Spivey, Victoria 
                  4    Still, William Grant 
                  5    Strata-East Records, Inc. - A Record Party and Concert - Advertisement  
                  6    Sun Ra 
                  7    Symphony of the  New World - 1967-1969 
                  8    Symphony of the  New World - 1968-1971 
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145-35       9    Symphony of the  New World - 1971-1973 
                 10    Symphony of the  New World - 1973-1974 
                 11    Swanson, Howard  
                 12    Theremin, Leon 
                 13    Tyler, Veronica 
                 14    Waller, Fats 
                 15    Warfield, William 
                 16    Warfield, William; Allen, Betty; Wilson, Warren 
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                 17    Watts, Andre 
                 18    Weathers, Felicia                                                
      19    Whitney Museum - Program (Series) - Article 
                 20    Wiley, Lee 
                 21    Williams, Camilla 
                 22    Williams, Mary Lou 
                 23    Wilson, Teddy (Trio) 
                 24    Winters, Lawrence 
 
                       Photography 
                 25    "En Foco" (Puerto Rican Photographers) 
                 26    O'Neill, Dan 
                 27    Van Der Zee, James 
 
                       Stage 
                 28    Articles (numerous artists) 
                 29    "African Medea" 
                 30    Afro-American Studio Theatre Centre 
                 31    The Awaji Puppet Theater of Japan 
                 32    Bailey, Pearl - Programs 1950-1951 
                 33    Bailey, Pearl - Programs 1955-1968 
                 34    Bailey, Pearl - Articles about 1946-1973 
                 35    Baker, Josephine - Programs 
                 36    Baker, Josephine - Articles about  1973-1975 
                 37    "Black Nativity" 
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145-36      1     "A Black Quartet" 
                 2     "All God's Chillun" 
                 3     "The Black Terror" 
                 4     Black Theatre Alliance 
                 5     "Black Visions" 
                 6     "Blues For Mister Charlie" 
                 7     "Boesman and Lena" 
                 8     "Cabin in the Sky" 
                 9     "Critics Choice" 
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                 10    Davis, Ossie and Dee, Ruby 
                 11    Davis, Sammy 
                 12    "Don't Play Us Cheap" 
                 13    "The Duchess of Malfi" 
                 14    "First Breeze" 
                 15    "Four Saints in Three Acts" 
                 16    "Freeman" 
       17    "God's Trombones" 
                 18    "The Great White Hope" 
                 19    "Hallelujah" 
                 20    Harlem School Of The Arts Community Theatre - Program 
                 21    The Harlem Suitcase Theatre 
                 22    Harvey, Georgette 
                 23    "Hot Mikado" 
                 24    "House Party" 
                 25    Howard University Drama Dept. - Program 
                 26    "Jamaica - A Musical Comedy" 
                 27    "The Jewel Box Revue" 
                 28    Karamu House                                
                 29    Kitt, Eartha  - Articles about 1950-1959; 1970 
                 30    Kitt, Eartha  - Programs 
                 31    La Locandiera,"La Serva Padrona" 
                 32    Lee,  Canada  -  Obituary 
                 33    Lee,  Canada  -  "Native Son" 
                 34    Lee,  Canada  -  Programs  1930-1945 
                 35    Lee,  Canada  -  Programs  1946-1955 
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145-36      36    Lee,  Canada  -  Articles  about 1940-1946 
                 37    Lee,  Canada  -  Articles  about 1947-1949 
                 38    Lee,  Canada  -  Articles  about 1952 
                 39    Lincoln University Theater Workshop 
                 40    "Look Who's Here" 
 
145-37      1     "Lost in the Stars" 
                 2     "Massil"  
                 3     "The Me Nobody Knows" 
                 4     "Member of the Wedding" 
                 5     Myers, Pauline 
                 6     Negro Ensemble Co. 
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                 7     New Heritage Repertory Theatre  Program 
                 8     "No Strings" 
                 9     "Oba Koso" 
                 10    "The Octoroon" 
                 11    Ossining Street Theatre 
                 12    "Pinkville" 
                 13    Poitier, Sidney 
                 14    "Porgy and Bess" - Programs 1936 
                 15    "Porgy and Bess" - Programs 1940-1949 
                 16    "Porgy and Bess" - Programs 1950-1965 
      17    "Porgy and  Bess" - Programs No date 
                 18    "Porgy and  Bess" - Articles 1950-1955 
                 19    "Porgy and  Bess" - Articles 1956 
                 20    "Porgy and  Bess" - Articles 1955-1961 
                 21    "Purlie" -  Articles 
                 22    "Ritual" -  Article 
                 23    Robinson, Bill 
                 24    Sands, Diana 
                 25    "Seesaw" - Programs 
                 26    "Show Boat" 
                 27    "Slow Dance on The Killing Ground" 
                 28    "Smile Orange" 
                 29    "Song of The Lusitanian Bogey" 
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145-37      30    "Sweet Charity" 
                 31    "Take a Giant Step" - Articles, 1953; 1956; 1957; 1961 
                 32    "Take a Giant Step" - Programs and Announcements 
                 33    "Thoughts" 
                 34    "Tri-Jean and His Brothers" 
 
145-38      1     Twilight Alley 
                 2     Urban Arts Corp. 
                 3     Veasey, William 
                 4     Waters, Ethel - Speech by Carl Van  Vechten 
                 5     Waters, Ethel - "Mamba's Daughters" 
                 6     Waters, Ethel - "The Member of the Wedding" - Programs 
                 7     Waters, Ethel - "The Member of the Wedding" - Articles 
                 8     Waters, Ethel - "The Member of the Wedding" (Magazine cover) 
                 9     Waters,  Ethel - Articles by her 1951 
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                 10   Waters,  Ethel - Programs and Announcements  1930's 
                 11   Waters,  Ethel - Programs and Announcements  1940's 
                 12   Waters,  Ethel - Programs and Announcements  1950's 
                 13   Waters,  Ethel - Ethel (Music, dedicated-to Ethel Waters) 
 
                       Stage 
      14    Waters, Ethel - List of phonograph records of Ethel Waters in collection 
                          of Glenn Carrington 
                 15    Waters, Ethel - Catalog of release of  her recordings 
                 16    Waters, Ethel - Music - Where Is The Sun? 
                 17    Waters, Ethel - Articles about 1935 - 1949 
                 18    Waters, Ethel - Articles about 1930-1939 
                 19    Waters, Ethel - Articles about 1950-1953 
                 20    Waters, Ethel - Articles about 1954-1964 
                 21    "Wedding Band" 
                 22    Wilson, Frank 
                 23    "The Wiz" 
                 24    Yarbrough, Camill 
                 25    "Yes is for a very young man" 
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145-38                Writers 
                 26    Abrahams, Peter 
                 27    Achebe, Chinua 
                 28    Ai 
                 29    Auden, W.H. 
                 30    Baldwin, James 
                 31    Baldwin, James and Giovanni, Nikki 
                 32    Baraka, Amiri - Articles by 1961-1964 
 
145-39      1     Baraka, Amiri -  Articles by 1965-1972 
                 2     Baraka, Amiri - Articles by - "The Revolutionary Theatre" 
                 3     Baraka,  Amiri  - Play -  Black Mass 
                 4     Baraka,  Amiri  - Play -  Slave Ship 
                 5     Baraka,  Amiri  - Poetry 
                 6     Baraka,  Amiri  - Poetry 
                 7     Baraka,  Amiri  - Poetry 
                 8     Baraka,  Amiri  - Poetry 
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                 9     Baraka,  Amiri  - Programs 
                 10    Baraka,  Amiri  - Programs 
                 11    Baraka,  Amiri  - Announcements - 1963 - 1969 
                 12    Baraka, Amiri  - Announcements 1940-1973 
      13    Baraka,  Amiri  - Announcements - No date 
                 14    Baraka,  Amiri  - Black Arts  Theatre/School 
                 15    Baraka,  Amiri  - Black Newark 
                 16    Baraka,  Amiri  - Co-editor, The Cricket 
                 17    Baraka,  Amiri  - Co-editor, The Cricket 
                 18    Baraka, Amiri   - Co-Editor, The Cricket 
                 19    Baraka,  Amiri  - Co-editor, The Floating  Bear (newsletter) 
                 20    Baraka, Amiri - Co-editor, In-Formation 
                 21    Baraka, Amiri - Jihad 
                 22    Baraka,  Amiri  - Articles by 1960-1963 
 
145-40      1     Baraka,  Amiri  - Articles  about 1964 
                 2     Baraka,  Amiri  - Articles  about  Jan.  - March 1965 
                 3     Baraka, Amiri - Articles about April-Dec.1965 
                 4     Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1966 
                 5     Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1967 
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145-40      6     Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1968 
                 7     Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1969 
                 8     Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1970 -1971 
                 9     Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1972 
                 10    Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  1973 
                 11    Baraka, Amiri - Articles  about  - Papa Doc Baraka Fascism in Newark, 
1973 
                 12    Baraka, Amiri - Articles about 1974 
                 13    Baraka, Amiri - Tickets, Cards             
                 14    Bass, George Houston 
                 15    Bennett, Clif - U.S. vs. Clifton Bennett Court Case 
                 16    Bennett, Clifton - Selective Service Violators (signed statement) 
                 17    Bennett, Clifton - Articles re: amnesty 
                 18    Bennett, Clifton - F.B.I. (typescript) 
                 19    Bennett, Clifton - Statement on Conscientious objection to Selective 
                          Service 
                 20    Bennett, Clifton - Why I Will Not Report to the Army Instruction Center 
                 21    Bennett, Clifton - Book of Poetry - no title 
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       22    Bennett, Clifton - Poetry (typescripts) 
                 23    Bennett, Clifton - Catalyst Newsletter Nos. 1 & 2 
                 24    Bennett, Clifton - Catalyst Newsletter Nos. 3-5 
                 25    Biddle, Katherine Garrison and Chapin, Cornelia - The Pet Negro 
(unpublished 
   Manuscript) 
 
145-41      1     Bontemps, Arna 
                 2     Braithwaite, William S. 
                 3     Brooks, Gwendolyn - Biographical Sketch 
                 4     Brooks, Gwendolyn - Poetry 
                 5     Brooks, Gwendolyn - Programs 
                 6     Brooks, Gwendolyn - Articles by 
                 7     Brooks, Gwendolyn - Articles about 
                 8     Brooks, Gwendolyn - Book Cover 
                 9     Brown, Ben 
                 10    Bullins, Ed - Articles 
                 11    Butcher, Margaret Just 
                 12    Childress, Alice 
                 13    Cooper, Anna J. - Simon of Cyrene 
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145-41      14    Cullen, Countee 
                 15    Dabney, Wendell 
                 16    Dodson, Owen - Ballard of Badmen  (holograph) - poem 
                 17    Dodson, Owen - Announcement 
                 18    Eastman, Max 
                 19    Fire!! 
                 20    Fisher, Rudolph 
                 21    Gaines, Ernest J. 
                 22    Giovanni, Nikki - Writings by 
                 23    Giovanni, Nikki - Articles about 1970 - 1974 
                 24    Giovanni, Nikki - Programs 
                 25    Hayden, Robert 
                 26    Hayford, Fred Kwesi 
                 27    Hill, Errol 
                 28    Himes, Chester 
                 29    Jasper, John J. 
                 30    Johnson, James Weldon - Obituaries 
                 31    Johnson, James Weldon - Articles by 
                 32    Johnson, James Weldon - Articles about 
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       33    Johnson, James Weldon- Programs and  Announcements 
                 34    Johnson, James Weldon - Literary Guild 
                 35    Johnson, James Weldon - Bibliography James Weldon Johnson 
Collection, 
                         New York Public Library 
                 36    Joans, Ted 
                 37    Kelley, William Melvin 
                 38    Killens, John Oliver - Articles about 
                 39    Killens, John Oliver - Programs 
                 40    Kole, Ernest 
                 41    Lamming, George 
                 42    Lang, Gene - The Brunch - Play (typescript) 
                 43    Lester, Julius 
 
145-42      1     McKay, Claude - Articles by 1924 
                 2     McKay, Claude - Articles by 
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145-42                      Soviet Russia and The Negro 
                 3     McKay, Claude - Short Story A Little Lamb Shall Lead Them 
                 4     McKay, Claude -  Poem, In Memoriam: Booker T. Washington 
(Microfilm Copy) 
                 5     McKay, Claude - Poem, The Ethiopian Maid (Microfilm Copy) 
                 6     McKay, Claude - Letter to the editor of Crisis, 1921 
                 7     McKay, Claude - Articles about 
                 8     McKay, Claude - Announcements 
                 9     McKay, Claude - Reviews of The Passion of Claude McKay 
                10    McKay, Claude - Review by Glenn Carrington (Holograph) of The 
Passion of\ 
   Claude McKay 
                 11    Marshall, Paule 
                 12    Miller, Warren 
                 13    Mitchell, Loften 
                 14    Nash, Ogden 
                 15    Newsome, Mary Effie Lee 
                 16    Paton, Alan 
                 17    Pool, Rosey E. Dr. 
                 18    Pushkin, Alexander  - Articles about 
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                 19    Pushkin, Alexander  - Bibliography 
       20    Pushkin, Alexander - "Boris Godunov"  (opera) 
                 21    Pushkin, Alexander - Mozart and Salieri  (poem) 
                 22    Pushkin, Alexander - Programs and Announcements 
                 23    Pushkin, Alexander - Scrapbook  #1 
                 24    Pushkin, Alexander - Scrapbook  #1 
                 25    Pushkin, Alexander - Scrapbook  #1 
                 26    Pushkin, Alexander - Scrapbook  #2 
                 27    Pushkin, Alexander - Scrapbook  #2 
                 28    Pushkin, Alexander - Scrapbook  #2 
                 29    A Selection of "Eugene Onegin" by soviet artist N.V. Kuzin 
                 30    Post Cards - Fairytales by Pushkin 
                 31    Post Cards - "Pushkin and His Friends" - Issued  on 100th anniversary of 
his 
                         death, 1937 
                 32    Pushkin, Alexander - Post Cards 
                 33    Pushkin, Alexander - Post Cards 
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145-42       34    Pushkin, Alexander - Post Cards 
                 35    Pushkin, Alexander - Post Cards 
                 36    Pushkin, Alexander - Post Cards 
                 37    Pushkin, Alexander - Stamps 
 
145-43      1     Reed, Ishmael 
                 2     Robeson, Eslanda 
                 3     Scott-Heron, Gil 
                 4     Soyinka, Wole - Poetry 
                 5     Soyinka, Wole - Articles about 
                 6     Toomer, Jean 
                 7     West, Dorothy 
                 8     Whipper, Leigh 
                 9     Williams, Sherley Anne 
                 10    Wright, Jay 
                 11    Wright, Richard - Obituary 
                 12    Wright, Richard - Black Boy (Unpublished Manuscript) 
                 13    Wright, Richard - Psychiatry Comes to Harlem  
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                 14    Wright, Richard - The FB Eye Blues 
                 15    Wright, Richard - Why I Quit Communism 
                 16    Wright, Richard - Native Son - Articles 
                 17    Wright, Richard - "Native Son" - Programs and Announcements 
                 18    Wright, Richard - Reviews of his works 
                 19    Wright, Richardson - Programs 
                 20    Wright, Richardson - Articles 1940-1968 
                 21    Wright, Sarah 
                 22    No Author - The Technique of Going Underground 
       23    No Author - The Technique of Going Underground 
                 24    No Author - The Technique of Going Underground 
                 25    No Author - The Technique of Going Underground 
                 26    No Author - poetry (typescript) 
                 27    Announcements of Events (numerous writers) 
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145-43      28    Articles - general 
                 29    Book Announcements 
                 30    Book Reviews 
                 31    Book Reviews 
                 32    Reviews - poetry 
                 33    Broadside Press 
                 34    Paul Breman Ltd. Heritage Series 
                 35    New Beacon Books - African Booklist No.1 
 
                       General Subject Files 
145-44      1     AMSAC Festival 
                 2     Abyssinian Baptist Church - N.Y. 
                 3     Africa - origins of Man 
                 4     African-American Historical Association 
                 5     Afro-American Cultural Foundation 
                 6     Afro-American Heritage Association 
                 7     Afro-American Institute 
                 8     American Musicological Society 
                 9     The American Society of African Culture 
                 10    Americans Visit Africa 
                 11    Apollo Theatre 
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                 12    Articles in Foreign Languages 
                 13    Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, Inc. 
                 14    The Bankside Boon Dock Club and Restaurant 
                 15    Bethune-Cookman College 
                 16    Bethune, Mary McLeod 
                 17    Black Folklore 
                 18    "Black Heritage: A History of Afro-Americans" - Television Series 
                 19    Black Jews 
                 20    Black Nationalism 
                 21    Black Panther Party 
                 22    The Black Scholar 
                 23    Black Women Enraged 
      24    Bonaparte, Harry E. 
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145-44      25    Bond, Horace Mann Dr. 
                 26    Bond, Julian 
                 27    John Brown Coordinating Committee 
                 28    Calendars - 1965; 1966 
                 29    Calendar - 1972 
                 30    Calendar - 1974 
                 31    Caribbean - Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad - Articles 
                 32    Civil Rights 
                 33    Civil War Soldiers 
                 34    Clark, John Henrik 
      35    Clark, Kenneth 
                 36    Coins 
                 37    Concord Baptist Church of Christ 
                 38    Davis, Angela 
                 39    Douglass, Frederick 
                 40    DuBois, Shirley Graham 
 
145-45      1     Ebony Enterprises 
                 2     Education 
                 3     Employment 
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                 4     The Episcopal Church 
                 5     Bill Epton 
                 6     Ethical Culture Newsletter 
                 7     Ethiopia 
                 8     Fanon, Frantz 
                 9     Father Divine - Scrapbook (Xerox) 
                 10    Father Divine - Scrapbook (Xerox)  cont. 
                 11    Father Divine - Scrapbook - Original; use xerox copy 
                 12    Father Divine - The New Day, (Xerox) pgs. 1-40 
                 13    Father Divine - The New Day, (Xerox)  pgs. 41-92 
                 14    Father Divine - The New Day - Original,  use xerox copy 
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145-46       1    Faulcon, Edward L. 
                  2    Film Directors 
                  3    Film - (Numerous titles) 
                  4    Film - "Sounder" 
                  5    Film - "To Be Young, Gifted and Black" 
       6     Film - "The Young Lord". 
                 7     First African Baptist Church,  Richmond, VA 
                 8     Fisk University 
                 9     Fraternities and Sororities 
                 10    Frazier, E. Franklin 
                 11    Gandhi, Mahatma 
                 12    Garvey, Marcus 
                 13    Gaston, Rosetta Mrs. 
                 14    Genocide - Leaflet 
                 15    Ghana 
                 16    Gregory, Dick 
                 17    Harlem - Literary Walk Through 
                 18    Harlem Morningside Committee 
                 19    Harlem On My Mind - Articles 
                 20    Harlem On My Mind 
                 21    Harlem Rent Parties 
                 22    Harrington, Ollie 
                 23    Harris, Abram L. 
                 24    HARYOU Act, Inc. - Harlem Youth Report No.5 
                 25    HARYOU Act, Inc.- Community Action Institute - Heritage Program -               
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   Bulletins 
                 26    HARYOU Act, Ind. -Community Action Institute - Heritage Program - 
                          Course Outline 
                 27    HARYOU Act, Inc. -Community Action Institute Heritage Program 
                          Bulletins 
                 28    Horton, J.E. (Judge for Scottsboro trial) 
                 29    Howard University 
                 30    Hurok, S. - 50th Anniversary Seasons 
                 31    Institute For Southern Studies 
                 32    Jackson, George 
                 33    Jackson, James E. 
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145-47      1     Jamaican Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc. 
                 2     Jones, Laurence C. 
                 3     Julian, Percy Dr. 
                 4     Just, Ernest Everett 
                 5     Kaunda, Kenneth 
                 6     King, Martin Luther Jr. 
                 7     Ku-Klux Klan 
       8     Labor 
                 9     Lee, George Washington 
                 10    LeMoyne College 
                 11    Lincoln University 
      12    Lynching 
                 13    Malcolm X 
                 14    Mays, Benjamin E. 
                 15    NAACP 
                 16    Nation of Islam 
                 17    National Anti-Imperialist Conference in Solidarity With African 
Liberation 
                 18    National Association of Black Social Workers 
                 19    National Committee for Free Elections in Sunflower 
                 20    National Negro Congress 
                 21    Negro Newspaper Publishers Association 
                 22    Negro History Associates, Inc. 
                 23    Negroes of the Year - 1960 
                 24    New Masses 
                 25    New York City 
                 26    New York Public Library 
                 27    Nkrumah, Kwame 
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                 28    Operation Crossroads Africa 
                 29    Operation Heritage, Inc. 
                 30    Otto, Max C. 
                 31    Pan African Students Organization In The Americas 
                 32    Park Glee Club 
                 33    Patterson, Willie L. 
                 34    de Porres, Martin (Blessed) 
                 35    Powell, Adam C. Rep. 
                 36    Puerto Rican Culture 
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145-47      37    PUSH 
                 38    Prisons and Prisoners 
                 39    Randolph, A. Phillip 
                 40    Rangel, Charles B. 
                 41    Richmond, VA 
                 42    Richmond, VA - The Rabza Yearbook, 1953 
145-48      1     Richmond, VA - News articles 
                 2     Richmond, VA - A Ramble In Virginia:From Bristol To The Sea 
(Illustrations 
                           of Black Life) 
                 3     Robinson, James H. 
                 4     Rogers, J.A. 
                 5     Salem Methodist Episcopal Church 
                 6     Schomburg Collection 
                 7     Scott, D.J. 
                 8     Segregation 
                 9     Senghor, Leopold Sedar 
                 10    Skinner, Tom 
                 11    Slavery 
                 12    Society For The Preservation of Weeksville And Bedford-Stuyvesant 
             History 
                 13    Sostre, Martin 
                 14    Southern Africa 
                 15    Southern Conference for Human Welfare and the Southern NegroYouth 
   Conference Conclusions 
                 16    Southern University 
                 17    Spanish Civil War - (Support for) 
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                 18    Spirituals 
                 19    Sports 
                 20    Survey Graphic - Magazine Cover 
                 21    Taylor, Andrew J. 
                 22    Taylor, Porcher L. 
                 23    Tolliver, Melba 
                 24    Tougaloo Southern Christian College 
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145-48      25    Tuskegee Institute 
                 26    Uganda 
                 27    United Negro College Fund 
                 28    Van Vechten,  Carl - Obituaries 
                 29    Van Vechten,  Carl - Programs 
                 30    Van Vechten,  Carl - Articles by 
                 31    Van Vechten,  Carl - Articles about 
                 32    Viet Nam War 
                 33    Virginia Union University 
                 34    Vishinsky, Andrei 
                 35    Washington, Booker T. 
                 36    White, Poppy Cannon (wife of Walter White, NAACP) 
                 37    White, Walter 
                 38    Willis, Dorsie W. 
      39    Woods, Granville T. 
                 40    World Festival of Arts and Culture 
                 41    World War I Scrapbook - (xerox copy - original in Box 145-61) 
                 42    Yergan, Max 
                 43    Young, Coleman 
 
 
Series I  Tapes (restricted) 
145-49      1     Conference memorial to Alain Locke 
                 2     Conference memorial to Alain Locke 
                 3     Reading by LeRoi Jones (Amiri Baraka) at a benefit for the Black Panther 
                          Party, Filmore East June 1968 
                 4     Interview with Wendell Wray from The Schomburg Center for Research 
in 
               Black Culture, 1973 (Cassette) 
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Series  J    Photographs, Photo Albums and  Slides 
                       Photographs 
145-50      1     Aguilera, Gaston 
                 2     Allen, Susan (Mrs.?) 
                 3     Allen, Alvan L. 
                 4     Barnes, Edward 1946 
                 5     Bennett, Clif 
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145-50      6     Best (Carrington), Corrine as a girl 
                 7     Best, Frances Barbara (Niece) 
                 8     Black Arts Repertory School 
                 9     Bourne, Frank (Cousin) 
                10   Burrell, Alice Kings (Mrs.) 
                 11    Cabrin, Caroline 
                 12    Carrington Family 
                 13    Carrington Family 
                 14    Carrington Family 
                 15    Carrington, Carrie (Stepmother) 
                 16    Carrington, Carrie and her brothers 
                 17    Carrington, David Jr. 
                 18    Carrington, David Jr. with sons  Donald and Mickey (or David 3rd) 
                 19    Carrington, David Sr. as a child 
      20    Carrington, David Sr. 
                 21    Carrington,  David Sr. and Carrington, Carrie 
                 22    Carrington,  David Sr. and Carrington,  Carrie 
                 23    Carrington,  David Sr. and Carrington,  Carrie 
                 24    Carrington,  David Sr. and Carrington, Fred (Mrs.)(niece-in-law) 
                 25    Carrington, Donald and Family 
      26      Carrington, Fannie (Mother of Carrington, Glenn) 
                 27    Carrington, Floretta (Sister) 
                 28    Glenn, George Washington 
                 29    Carrington,  Glenn as an infant 
                 30    Carrington,  Glenn as a child - class picture 
                 31    Carrington,  Glenn - Graduating Class 7-B Baker School 
                 32    Carrington,  Glenn as a young man 
                 33    Carrington,  Glenn as a young man 
145-51      1     Carrington,  Glenn as adult 
                 2     Carrington,  Glenn as a young man (Printers  Block) 
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                 3     Carrington,  Glenn and Carrington, Floretta as children 
                 4     Carrington, Glenn and Others 
                 5     Carrington, Robert - Paternal Grandfather 
                 6     Carrington,  Susan 
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145-51      7     Carroll, Vinnette and cast of "Black Nativity," 1962 
                 8     Carter,  Cassie 
                 9     Carter,  Cassie and group 
                 10    Carter,  Hamilton 
      11    Carter,  Hamilton (Mrs.) 
                 12    (Mother  of) Carter, Hamilton (Mrs.) 
                 13    Carter,  Martha (Great Aunt) 
                 14    Carter,  Martha's niece 
                 15    Carter,  Martha and Carter, Cassie 
                 16    Carter,  Sarah 
                 17    Cleveland, Frances 
                 18    Coleman, Leo 
                 19    Coleman, W.C.'s (Mrs.) sister 
       20    Collins, Durwood Jr. 
                 21    Cook, Biff and Mrs. Wickam 
                 22    Crummell, Alexander 
                 23    Cruse, Waverly 
                 24    Delany, Sadie 
                 25    Dennis, Sadie Carrington (Paternal aunt) 
                 26    DuBois, W.E.B. 
                 27    Egypt, Ivory Jr. 
                 28    Firbank, Ronald (Drawing) 
                 29    Fax, Elton C. 
                 30    Frienzhinnberger 
                 31    Guild, Arthur and June 
                 32    Harris, Ethel 
                 33    Heard, Nathan C. 
 
145-52      1     Herreva, Agurtine Aguirre 
                 2     Hope, Lillie (Mrs.) 
                 3     Hughes, Langston as a young man 
                 4     Hughes, Langston as a young man 
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                 5     Hughes, Langston as a middle-aged man 
                 6     Hughes, Langston and Others 
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145-52      7     Hughes, Langston; Handy W.C. and  Others 
                 8     Hughes, Langston - an impression by Amy Spingarn 1930 
                 9     Hurston, Zora Neale 1927 
                 10    Jackman, Harold as a young man (autographed) 
                 11    Jackman, Harold 
                 12    Jackman, Harold 1961 
      13    Jarrabet, Leon (Negatives) 
                 14    Jarrabet, Leon and Carrington, Glenn   (Negative) 
                 15    Jarrabet, Leon and Others (Negatives) 
                 16    Jagsura, Wilson? 
                 17    Jagsura, Wilson and Others 
                 18    Johnson, Hall 1930 
                 19    Jones, Sarah (Dr.) 
                 20    Killens, John Oliver 
                 21    Lamming, George 
                 22    Langston, Mary 1912 
                 23    Lawrence, Jacob 
      24    Lindsay, Grace Ann (Carrie Carrington's  mother) 
                 25    Locke,  Alain 
                 26    Locke,  Alain (Negative) 
                 27    Locke,  Alain 
                 28    Locke,  Alain 
                 29    Locke,  Alain 
                 30    Locke,  Alain 
                 31    Locke,  Alain 
                 32    Locke,  Alain and Others 
                 33    Longstreet, Stephen 
 
145-53      1     McDaniel, Armenia Tillman (Mrs.) 
                 2     McKenzie, Fred T.H. 
                 3     McNorton, L.J. (Mrs.) 
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145-53      4     Mason, S.B. Jr. 
                 5     Mitchell, Harold? 
                 6     Mitchell, James 
                 7     Mitchell, James 
                 8     Mitchell, James (Negatives) 
                 9     Morales, Albert 
                 10    Morrison, Toni 
                 11    Moreno, Orlando 1945 
                 12    Murphy, J.O. 1946 (Negatives) 
      13    Murphy, J.O. and Others, 1946 (Negatives) 
                 14    Nunn, Ernest 
                 15    Osei-Owusu, Ernest Kwasi (child) and Others 
                 16    Owusu-Kwame 
                 17    Owusu, Kwame and family 
                 18    Palm, Frances (Cousin) 
                 19    Patterson baby (Negative) 
                 20    Pauli, Hertha 
                 21    Pittman, Evelyn LaRue 
                 22    Porter, Katherine and Others 1942 
                 23    Powell, Ellen (Mrs.) 
                 24    Powell, Sam 
                 25    Price, J.B. 
                 26    Price, Maye (sister of Price, J.B.) 
                 27    Pushkin, Alexander 
                 28    Pushkin, Alexander 
                 29    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie  Poet and Czar (scrapbook #1) 
      30    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie Poet and Czar (scrapbook #1) 
                 31    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie Poet and Czar (scrapbook #1) 
                 32    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie Poet and Czar (scrapbook #1) 
                 33    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie Young Pushkin (scrapbook #2) 
                 34    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie Young Pushkin (scrapbook #2) 
                 35    Pushkin, Alexander - From movie Young Pushkin (scrapbook #2) 
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145-54      1     Robinson, Belle (Great Aunt of Carrington, Glenn) 
                 2     Robinson, Edward as a young man (Maternal Uncle of Carrington, 
Glenn) 
                 3     Rodriguez, Ruben 1937 
                 4     Rothschild, Amos and Robin 1937 
                 5     Simon, George and Unidentified woman 
                 6     Spencer, Howland (from Daddy Grace Scrapbook) 
                 7     Taum, Westley 
                 8     Thomas, R.H. Rev. & Mrs. 
                 9     Trenker, Joachim (Bimbo) 
                 10    Washington, Booker T. - Statue 1927 (photo by Langston Hughes) 
                 11    Whittney, Emma Baynard (Mrs. 
                 12    Williams, Daniel B.  
                 13    Work, Craig 
                 14    Wright, Sarah E. 
                 15    Refugees - Bushtown 
                 16    Soldiers at Fort Knox, Kentucky 
                 17    An Old-time laundry 1917 
                 18    Cabinet in Unidentified Room 
                 19    Dog and cat on chair 
                 20    Family home of the Carrington's in Richmond 
                 21    Living Room, home of Robinson, Pollie 1926 
                 22    Unidentified House 
                 23    Painting by H. Pippin 
                 24    Carrington, David Sr. 
                 25    Carter, Pierce 
                 26    Mr. Dawson 
                 27    Mr. Harris 
                 28    Hucles, Belle Robinson (Mrs.) 
                 29    Hucles, Henry Sr. 
                 30    Robinson, Catherine Glenn 
                 31    Robinson, Edward (Maternal Grandfather) 
                 32    Robinson, Katie as a child 
                 33    Robinson, Katie 
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145-54      34    Robinson, Pollie 
                 35    Roper, Robert R. 
                 36    Thomas, Maria Belle 
                 37    Unidentified youth 
                 38    F.S.B. 1891 
                 39    Debbris? 
                 40    Mary 
                 41    Unidentified  Girl 
                 42    Unidentified  Men 
                 43    Unidentified  Men 
 
145-55      1     Unidentified  Women 
                 2     Unidentified  Women 
                 3     Unidentified  Women 
       4     Unidentified  Women 
                 5     Unidentified  Baby 
                 6     Unidentified  Children 
                 7     Unidentified  Children 
                 8     Unidentified  Children 
                 9     Unidentified  Youth 
                 10    Unidentified  Youth 
                 11    Unidentified  Youth 
                 12    Unidentified  Youth 
                 13    Unidentified  Family 
                 14    Unidentified  Group 
                 15    Unidentified  Group 
                 16    Unidentified  Men 
                 17    Unidentified  Man 
                 18    Unidentified  Man 
                 19    Unidentified  Man 
                 20    Unidentified  Man 
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145-55      21    Unidentified  Man 
                 22    Unidentified  Man 
                 23    Unidentified  Men 
      24    Unidentified  Men and Women 
                 25    Unidentified  Man and Others 
145-56      1     Unidentified  Military Group 
                 2     Unidentified  Woman and Baby 
                 3     Unidentified  Women 
                 4     Unidentified  Women 
                 5     Unidentified  Women 
                 6     Unidentified  Women 
                 7     Unidentified  Women 
                 8     Unidentified  Women 
                 9     Ann (last name unknown) 
                 10    David (last name unknown) 
                 11    Emma (last name unknown) 
                 12    Lenwood (last name unknown) 
                 13    Viola, Flora; Norman, Patricia; Langston, Elizabeth; Lee, Annabel 
                 14    Virgil -  4 years  9 months 
                 15    European  Travels 
                 16    European  Travels 
                 17    European  Travels 
                 18    European  Travels 
                 19    European  Travels 
                 20    European  Travels 
                 21    European  Travels 
                 22    European  Travels 
                 23    European  Travels 
                 24    In Greece  Carrington and Others 
                 25    In Japan    Carrington, Glenn and Others 
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145-57      1     Photo  Album 
                 2     Photo  Album 
                 3     Photo  Album 
                 4     Photo  Album 
                 5     Photo  Album 
                 6     Photo  Album 
                 7     Photo  Album 
 
145-58      1     From M. Harris - Blanton, John 
                 2     From  M. Harris - Boy Scouts 
                 3     From  M. Harris - Children at Camp 
                 4     From  M. Harris - Children at School 
                 5     From  M. Harris - Douglass, Frederick 
      6     From M. Harris - Drew, Charles instructing students in hospital 
                 7     From M. Harris - Girl Scouts 
                 8     From M. Harris - Group of Y-Teens 
                 9     From M. Harris  - Howard, Edwin Clarence (Dr.) 
                 10    From M. Harris - Lincoln, Abraham 
                 11    From M. Harris - Copies of book inscriptions and cards 
                 12    From M. Harris - Cover page, Proceedings of the National Convention of 
the 
                          Colored Men of America 
                 13    From M. Harris - The John Boyle O' Reily Medal 
                 14    From M. Harris - Envelope - Downing,  George 
                 15    From M. Harris - Letter to Downing,  George 
                 16    From M Harris - Letter from the Executive Mansion: Washington 
                 17    From M. Harris - Letter from Slocum,  H.W. 
                 18    From M. Harris - Men working 
                 19    From M. Harris - Nurse's Council at Walter Reed Medical Center 
                 20    From M. Harris - Partial letter re: emigration to Haiti 
                 21    From M. Harris - Purvis, W.B. - Model of Paper Bag Machine 
                 22    From M. Harris - Report of the lst Annual Meeting of the Odd Fellows 
                 23    By  -  Mitchell,  James 
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145-58      24    By  -  Mitchell,  James 
                 25    By  -  Mitchell,  James 
                 26    By  -  Mitchell,  James 
                 27    By  -  Mitchell,  James 
                 28    By  -  Mitchell,  James 
                 29    United Nations  Boys in Liberia 
                 30    United Nation's  Delegates in Conference Room 
                 31    United Nations - Representatives from Liberia and Others 
                 32    United Nations - Tubman, William VS 
      33    United Nations - Tubman, William VS and others  
                 34    United Nations - Woman and baby in Liberia 
                 35    Entertainers - Armstrong, Louis 
                 36    Entertainers - Armstrong, Louis 
                 37    Entertainers - Armstrong, Louis Band 
                 38    Entertainers - Atkinson, Edward (By Van Vechten) 
                 39    Entertainers - Atkinson, Edward  (By Van Vechten) 
145-59      1     Entertainers   Bailey, Pearl 
                 2     Entertainers   Baker, Josephine 
                 3     Entertainers   Baker, Josephine and Others 
                 4     Entertainers -  Basie, Count 
                 5     Entertainers -  Calloway, Blanche 
                 6     Entertainers -  Calloway, Cab 
                 7     Entertainers -  Dee, Ruby 
                 8     Entertainers -  Dunham, Katherine and  her troupe 
                 9     Entertainers  - Ellington, Duke 
                 10    Entertainers  - Fitzgerald, Ella; Cahn, Sammy;  Webb, Jack; Heindorf, 
                          Ray  
                 11    Entertainers  -  Horne, Lena and cast of "Stormy  Weather" 
                 12    Entertainers  - Kirk, Andy 
                 13    Entertainers  -  Kirk, Andy and His Orchestra 
                 14    Entertainers  -  Kirk, Andy - Orchestra 
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145-59      15    Entertainers  -  Kitt, Eartha and Poitier, Sidney 
                 16    Entertainers  -  Lee, Canada 
                 17    Entertainers  -  Mayfield, Curtis 
                 18    Entertainers  -  Mays, Willie 
                 19    Entertainers  -  Parber, Louise 
                 20    Entertainers  -  Poitier, Sidney 
                 21    Entertainers  -  Richmond, June 
                 22    Entertainers  -  Robeson, Paul and "Showboat"  cast 
                 23    Entertainers  - Sands, Diana 
                 24    Entertainers  - Scott-Heron, Gil 
                 25    Entertainers  -  Stump and Stumpy 
      26    Entertainers - Miller Bros. and Lois 
                 27    Entertainers - Short, Bobby 
                 28    Entertainers - Turner, Joe 
                 29    Entertainers - Washington, Dinah 
                 30    Washington, George and Unidentified Band Member 
                 31    Entertainers - Washington, George and Brass Section of Mills Blue 
Rhythm 
                          Band 
                 32    Entertainers -  Waters, Ethel 
                 33    Entertainers -  Wells, Henry 
                 34    Entertainers -  Williams, Billie Dee 
                 35    Entertainers -  Wilson, Dick and Byas, Don 
                 36    Entertainers -  Wiltshire, George; Coles, Honi; Whipper S. 
                 37    Entertainers -  Unidentified man playing trumpet 
 
145-60                 Slides 
 
Series K  Oversize  Items 
145-61           Certificate - Cassie Carter - Insurance 
                      Diploma - Elementary School 
                      Photographs - Virginia Union University Graduating Class 
                                   - Alain Locke 
                                   - DuBois Dramatic Club 
                                   - Fletcher 
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145-61             Sketches - Glenn Carrington by Harry Joffie 
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                                - Glenn Carrington? by Harry Joffie 
                                - Glenn Carrington by Elton Fax 
                       WWI Scrapbook 
                       Advertisement - Langston Hughes -  Smirnoff Vodka 
                       Program - Newport Folk Festival, features Langston Hughes 
 
145-62           Diploma - Columbia University Masters Degree in Social Work 1941 
                       J.A. Roger's 100 Amazing Facts About the Negro 
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